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The 20th July 1969 is a date that will resonate 
throughout history, immortalising the day 
that Neil Armstrong walked on the moon. 
This defining moment in human ingenuity celebrates 
its 50th Anniversary this July, and it is made even more 
impressive when consideration is given to the short 
time frame in which it was achieved.  Highlighting the  
incredible engineering, technical and scientific capabilities 
the human race possess, if we can only ‘Dare to Imagine’, 
we can change the world.

Dared to Imagine

Dr Kevin P Stenson

The RAF Charitable Trust 
is proud to have partnered 
with The Smallpeice Trust 
to deliver an engaging 4-day 
residential course for 100 female 
Year 9 (13/14 year olds) students 
this summer.

The RAF 
Charitable 
Trust

The STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Maths) focused residential course has 
been especially designed to enhance and 
strengthen the talent pool in engineering-
related professions through stimulating 
real-life engineering challenges. The 
course seeks to change the current gender 
imbalance in UK Engineering by supporting 
the students’ informed subject choices at 16 
and perceptions of engineering as a career.

The girls will be supported by female role 
model engineers from a diverse range 
of companies including Leonardo and 
Jaguar Land Rover where they will have 
the opportunity to develop their analysis, 
design and teamwork skills. This will be the 
sixth year that the course has run, so far 477 
female Year 9 students from around the UK 
have benefitted. 

The grant donated by the RAF Charitable 
Trust will support 24/7 pastoral care 
for 100 Year 9 female students, 3 nights 
accommodation and meals at a Russell 
Group university for all students and 
staff, course materials, a social activity 
programme for the students and a formal 
end-of-course celebration dinner with 
relevant key note speaker.

The RAF Charitable Trust Director, 
Group Captain Justine Morton, 
said: “As a long standing partner of the 
Arkwright Engineering Scholarships 
programme, we are thrilled to extend 
our partnership with the wider The 
Smallpeice Trust further on what 
will be an activity-packed few days 
for the students involved. Part of our 
mission is to encourage the aviation-
related education of young people, 
and for students to pursue a career in 
engineering and aviation, they need to be 
actively interested in the sciences before 
they make their GCSE choices. Less than 
one in ten UK engineering professionals 
are women but hopefully this course 
will broaden their awareness of STEM 
subjects and spark their imagination for 
the future.”

At the height of the space race, I wonder 
if this belief in human potential inspired 
Dr Cosby Smallpeice to create The 
Smallpeice Trust. He truly believed that 
engineering could change the world and 
founded the charity to challenge young 
people to build better lives for themselves 
and others, and to overcome barriers to 
their own exploration and progress.

50 years on, I similarly believe in this 
generation’s limitless potential for 
engineering, scientific and technical 
advancements and, that as a charity, we 
need to follow the example of our founder 
and challenge ourselves to push for ever 
greater achievements.

We are all aware of the scale of the skills 
challenge facing the engineering industry 
in the UK, and that there are many 
barriers to overcome in addressing the 

situation.  Perhaps the greatest barrier 
to overcome is increasing the 

number of engineers from 
underrepresented 

groups. 

With this in mind, The Smallpeice Trust 
is challenging itself to triple the number 
of female Arkwright Engineering 
Scholarships we award over the next 5 
years and, consistent with this focus, we 
aim to increase the number of female 
only residential courses we offer - further 
improving the female representation on 
our courses.

The Smallpeice Trust will also have a focus 
on using our unique programmes to help 
young people from state schools acquire 
the life, leadership and engineering skills 
required to access our highly prestigious 
Arkwright Engineering Scholarships. To 
achieve this, we will be launching a new 
series of programmes in partnership with 
the British Science Association and STEM 
Learning Ltd.

These are very exciting times, and I look 
forward to sharing our plans with you 
over the coming SmallTalk issues.
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Fifty female students from Trinity 
Catholic School put their STEM skills 
to the test in a one-day Propelled 
Glider challenge.  The STEM day, 
delivered by The Smallpeice Trust, 
was to celebrate International 
Women’s Day which took place on  
8 March 2019.

The 50 pupils, aged 11 - 13 years old, took 
on the roles of aeronautical engineers and 
were challenged to design and build an 
aircraft that would fly in a straight line and 
stay in the air as long as possible. Working 
in small groups, the young future engineers 
were tasked with designing, marketing 
and building the aircraft using materials 
and tools provided by The Smallpeice 
Trust. The project not only had time 
constraints, but also budgetary and 
aesthetical requirements.  
The event, designed  
to enhance students’ 
aptitude for creative 
thinking, design and 
engineering, also 
complemented the 
National  Curriculum.

The Smallpeice Trust promotes gender equality in STEM subjects and encourages 
females into the engineering industry.  As part of the STEM day, The Smallpeice Trust 
provided two free places to the school for the Yrs8/9 Girls into Engineering residential 
course taking place at the University of Warwick in July, supported by GE, Leonardo 
and The Royal Air Force Charitable Trust. 

The school also received a Powered Glider Think Kit which contains everything 
required to start up an after school STEM Club for up to 20 students.

“We were delighted to have our female students 
take part in this STEM Day. It 

has encouraged our pupils to link 
the classroom elements of science, 

design and technology to what happens 

in engineering in the real world. It was 

a great way for our female students to 

celebrate International Women’s Day.”Head of Years 7 and 8  and Head of Transfer  & Transition,  Charlie Thompson 

“The 
project showed 

me how exciting 

STEM is and how these 

subjects were brought to 

life building the glider.“

Year 8 student 
Issy
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BENEFITS TO STUDENTS: 

• Develop problem 
solving skills

• Practical skills -  
design, build, test and modify

• Explore own ideas

• Teamwork

SUBJECTS COVERED:

• Shapes and sizes

• Wing load calculations

• Aerodynamics

• Weight distribution

• Dihedral and tail configuration

• Construction

• Testing 

• and the best bit – FLYING IT

The components, lesson plans, 
presentations and videos required 
to run a STEM club are all 
contained within the Think Kit.

Learn about aircraft design and aerodynamics with  
The Smallpeice Trust Powered Glider Think Kit.  Perfect for 
teachers looking to start an after school STEM club. 

Powered Glider Think Kit

Think Kits are priced at £200 (plus postage and packing)  
and can be bought directly from The Smallpeice Trust website.

www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/product-category/think-kits
https://bit.ly/2KjluV4
https://bit.ly/2KjluV4
https://bit.ly/2KjluV4


* See website for date of  
 birth age range criteria.

CyberFirst 
Defenders 
The course is designed to increase the 
awareness of young people around cyber 
security at the same time as equipping 
them with a set of relevant practical 
skills. Aimed at a diverse range of 
learners, it encourages 14 to 15 year olds* 
to first engage in technology related 
qualifications and then to consider 
careers in the cyber security field.

8 – 12 July Paisley R

15 – 19 July Belfast R

22 – 26 July Newcastle R

29 July – 2 Aug Warwick R

5 – 9 Aug London NR

12 – 16 Aug Cardiff R

19 – 23 Aug Southampton R

CyberFirst Futures 
The course is designed to develop an 
understanding of cyber-attacks by 
exploring the reasoning and motivation 
of common attacks. Students explore 
legislation, typical profiles of those 
individuals most likely to carry out 
attacks and apply understanding 
of ways to protect a network from 
attack. Introducing 15 to 16 year olds* 
to some of the fundamental security 
challenges faced by commercial and 
non-commercial organisations, they 
will extend their knowledge of using 
personal devices and securing them into 
an organisational environment, typical 
of the working environments they may 
experience in their future careers.

8 – 12 July Belfast R

15 – 19 July Paisley R

22 – 26 July London NR

29 July – 2 Aug Newcastle R

5 – 9 Aug Cardiff R

12 – 16 Aug Warwick R

12 – 16 Aug Southampton R

CyberFirst 
Advanced
The course is designed to expand the 
knowledge of students who are already 
studying computer science or who have 
an interest and aptitude for computers. 
Students will gain advanced skills in 
some of the key areas of cyber security. 
Introducing 16 to 17 year olds* to possible 
career paths within the cyber and 
computing sector, the course is designed 
to gain knowledge on specific focused 
topics through integrated learning and 
practical laboratories.

1 – 5 July Belfast R

22 – 26 July Paisley R

29 July – 2 Aug London NR

29 July – 2 Aug Cardiff R

5 – 9 Aug Warwick R

5 – 9 Aug Newcastle R

19 – 23 Aug Cheltenham R

26 – 30 Aug Southampton R

CyberFirst Courses

R = Residential NR = Non-residential = MixedKEY:

For availability and how to apply, please visit:

What is CyberFirst?
Inspired and led by the National 
Cyber Security Centre, a part of 
GCHQ, CyberFirst is a programme 
of activities helping people explore 
their passion for technology and 
computing by introducing them to 
the world of cyber security. Each 
student course is designed to seek 
out young people with potential, 
offering the support, skills, 
experience and exposure needed  
to be the future first line of defence 
in our CyberFirst world.

See the CyberFirst 
overview video
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www.bit.ly/2Vt16WN
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/01.CF_OVERVIEW_FINAL.mp4
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/01.CF_OVERVIEW_FINAL.mp4
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/course-category/cyberfirst-2019


BAE Systems 
Engineering Experience

Lancaster University 
24 - 26 July 2019 £210 8

Future Marine Engineering

University of Southampton 
29 July - 1 Aug 2019 £210 9

Engineering Experience 
(Scotland)

Edinburgh Napier 
University
24 - 26 June 2019

£210

Engineering Experience 
(Northern Ireland)

Queen’s University, 
Belfast
8 - 10 July 2019

£210

Ignition Courses for years 8 & 9

Momentum Courses for years 10, 11 & 12

Girls into Physics

Royal Holloway,  
University of London
8 - 10 July 2019

£275 10

Structural Engineering

Coventry University
15 - 18 July 2019 £375 12

Electrical and  
Electronic Engineering

University of 
Hertfordshire 
29 - 31 July 2019

£375 12

Motorsports
Engineering

University of 
Hertfordshire 
29 - 31 July 2019

£375 12

Brand NEW
for 2019

To find out about additional courses and current availability of all courses,     please visit: 

Civil Engineering

University of 
Hertfordshire 
29 - 31 July 2019

£375 12

Digital Railway 
Engineering

University of 
Birmingham 
29 July - 1 Aug 2019

£195 11 12

Naval Architecture

University of 
Plymouth  
5 - 8 Aug 2019

£375 11 12

Nuclear Engineering

Lancaster University
19 - 22 Aug 2019 £400 10 11
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2019 Course Timetable

Full for 
independent 

schools

Subsidised fee with 
criteria applicable

Smartphones, robots, virtual reality 
systems are just a few examples of 
recent innovations that are changing 
our lives and have one important 
thing in common; they depend on 
electronics.  Electronic engineers 
work creatively to con ceive 
concepts, work those concepts 
into practical solutions, develop 
processors, design the circuits and 
write the embedded software code 
that makes the technology work. 

Yr 12   

Girls into Electronics
Royal Holloway, University of London

8th - 10th July 2019
3 days, 2 nights full board residential

£275

Yr 12

Biomedical Engineering
Birmingham City University

2 – 4 July 2019
3 days, 2 nights full board residential

£275

This exciting course explores the 
overarching principles of biomedical 
engineering. It will enable students 
to relate principles and dimensions 
of biomedical engineering and 
healthcare technology directly to 
day-to-day applications through 
the use of a practical learning 
environment and consideration of 
key cases. By completing this course, 
you will learn how you can make a 
difference and or innovate solutions 
to improve the lives of others through 
an evidence-based approach. 

Subsidised fee with 
criteria applicable

www.bit.ly/2YR05Kc
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/biomedical-engineering-birmingham-city-university
www.bit.ly/2HXUtIN
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/girls-into-electronics
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/timetable
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/engineering-experience-scotland/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/girls-into-physics/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/engineering-experience-northern-ireland/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/bae-systems-engineering-experience/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/futuremarineengineering/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/structural-engineering/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/electrical-and-electronic-engineering/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/motorsports-engineering-herts/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/civil-engineering/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/digital-railway-engineering/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/naval-architecture/
https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/nuclear-engineering/


Ashley Rowley
Since graduating from University, I have 
followed many varied career paths, ranging 
from the management sector to private 
industry. Each path offered me a unique 
perspective on the issues that young people are 
challenged with every day.

I now work with young students to inspire 
them to explore engineering as a career and to 
ignite a passion for STEM which is an incredibly 
rewarding experience. Working as part of a 
brilliant team, my job is to deliver STEM days 
across the UK and to lead on our residential 
courses over Easter and summer. Working in 
this capacity has opened up a new world to me 
and I understand the importance of my role to 
inspire tomorrow’s engineers.

Jessica Lee 
I have always had an interest in science growing 
up and learning how things work. I went to 
university to study Physics to pursue this 
interest. I was one of a small number of female 
students and I realised that people’s perception 
of what a scientist/engineer is was completely 
wrong and I wanted to help change that. 

I worked as a STEM Ambassador at a variety of 
events speaking to young people about STEM 
subjects. I realised I loved sharing my interest 
with others and doing so through practical 
activities. The STEM events offered by The 
Smallpeice Trust allow young people to design 
and build their own ideas from scratch in a way 
which allows them to learn through their own 
creations. I really enjoy being a part of this and 
seeing young people’s confidence grow as they 
explore skills they did not realise they had.

Latest Education Officers NEW Role for Tariq Ismail
The world is constantly evolving and it’s often the younger generation that are experts 
in technology and naturally more adept to the latest innovations. These young people 
are the engineers of the future that our supporters want to attract as their potential 
future employees.

In my role as Inspiration and Engagement Specialist, I 
spend most of my time working with the team to develop 
new STEM projects and making sure that our programmes 
stay at the cutting edge of engineering and technology. 

Part of my role involves creating bespoke STEM 
projects for our engineering sponsors. Quite often 
these companies are using the latest technology and, 
in collaboration with The Smallpeice Trust, we create 
scaled down versions of this technology to introduce the 
younger generation to what could be a future career path. 

I spent three years as an Education Officer travelling all 
over the country delivering workshops and residential 
courses to people of all ages. Before that I studied a 
Masters degree in Science Communication during which I 
explored the gender divide within the field of engineering 
and worked as a STEM Ambassador.

I’m passionate about diversity and inclusion and I’m motivated by a drive 
to bring STEM to all kinds of young people. 

ISSUE 34 May 2019smallpeicetrust.org.uk10 11



Student’s Point of View
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Day One
We arrived at the University of Nottingham and checked in with The Smallpeice Trust 
staff and collected our room keys. We went to our rooms and unpacked our things ready 
for the days ahead. After unpacking, we all met in the hall and were told about what 
we would expect for the few days ahead. Having been sorted into groups of 4-6, these 
were the groups we would be in for the whole time on the course. Ambassadors from  
TfL (Transport for London) and Rolls-Royce came and spoke to us about their jobs, what 
they do and what they are thinking of doing in the future. 

At lunchtime, we went to the dining hall and there were a variety of mains, salads, fruit and 
drinks. After lunch we went to a different room to work on a project that we would do for 
a few hours. I was working with JLR first and we had to try and make a working car from 
the electronics and foam provided for our teams. There were so many things to choose 
from. The items our team used to power the car were motors, cogs, lollypop sticks, wires 
and connectors. My team’s car went forwards more than any other car and my team won 
this competition.  As a reward for this, we were given a mug that had a number plate with 
the letters ‘hue 166’. At the end of a very busy first day we had a movie night. We got to 
pick from 3 different movies.

Yrs 8/9  
Engineering Experience 

(England)
3 day residential course

•  15 – 17 April 2019  • 
University of Nottingham

Jak Masterson

To find out about other Engineering Experience courses and how to book:

Day Two
This involved finishing off our projects 
from the day before. Before the end of the 
day, we had a quest where we had to find 
things and take unusual pictures to gain 
points for our team. After the second day 
of our engineering experience and project 
making, we had a formal dinner. We had 
to wear smart clothes and finished the 
evening off with a quiz.

Day Three
This was the last day of the course and we 
started the second project with TfL. We 
had to make a bridge that could hold the 
most weight. For this, we were given many 
different items to use such as wooden 
sticks, tape, glue, paper, card, scissors and 
string.  Our team’s bridge held 280 grams 
and then the bridge collapsed.  Our team 
came 2nd. 

I enjoyed The Smallpeice Trust residential course and am 
glad to have taken part in it. The best part of the course 
was the JLR project. I also learnt that there are lots of 
different engineering jobs within one company. 

www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/engineering-experience-scotland
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/engineering-experience-northern-ireland
www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/courses/engineering-experience-wales


Teacher’s Point of View

Linda Hill
Design and Technology Teacher

Coundon Court 
Mixed Academy school in Coventry

It must be over 30 years since my first experience of The Smallpeice 
Trust when, as an A level student, I was encouraged by the sixth form 
team to attend Engineering Experience courses at both Bradford and 
Bangor Universities. This not only provided a taste of what engineering 
was about but also gave me the chance to experience life at university; 
something no-one in my family had done previously.

To find out more about The Smallpeice Trust residential courses and availability:

What followed was a degree in 
Engineering at Coventry University and 
then I remained in the city taking a route 
into teaching Design and Technology, 
where I now encourage GCSE and A Level 
students to consider their own pathways 
into a career within the engineering 
sector.  Despite not being a true “Cov Kid”,  
I am acutely aware of the rich automotive 
engineering heritage ingrained within 
the city culture and which continues 
to underpin many of the employment 
opportunities for our young people.  We 
have been fortunate in recent years to 
have been able to send Year 9 students 

on sponsored places on The Smallpeice 
Trust Automotive Engineering residential 
course at Coventry University which for 
them, like me, has opened their eyes to 
the possibilities available and encouraged 
them to work towards a STEM related 
career. 

The Smallpeice Trust has also successfully 
delivered numerous STEM days at the 
school via our STEM co-ordinator and 
we continue to promote the wide range 
of residential courses available from The 
Smallpeice Trust through our lessons and 
careers guidance support network.  

The Arkwright Engineering Scholarship Programme inspires the best and 
brightest young leaders to pursue their dreams of changing the world through 
engineering.  Awarded at the beginning of Year 12, Year 13 in Northern Ireland 
and S6 in Scotland, this prestigious Scholarship is recognised for nurturing 
talent across the engineering sector. 

An Arkwright Engineering Scholarship is perfect for highlighting individual achievement 
when applying to university and degree apprenticeship programmes, with some 
universities even offering large financial discounts to Arkwright scholars. To be selected 
for an Arkwright Engineering Scholarship, students must excel during the selection 
process which requires a teacher reference, a 2 hour exam and attending a formal 
interview at one of the UK’s most prestigious engineering universities.

This year, The Arkwright Engineering Scholarship Programme awarded a record 115 
Scholarships to females (29% of the total), and this number is expected to increase 
further as perceptions of the engineering industry begin to change. 

Arkwright Engineering Scholarships
Inspiring Future Leaders in Engineering

Do you have an aspiring engineer in your classroom?

Help inspire the next generation of engineering leaders. Find out more about  
The Arkwright Engineering Scholarship Programme at

What did you gain from an  
Arkwright Engineering Scholarship?

An Arkwright Engineering Scholarship inspired me to continue 

pursuing a career in engineering. The financial assistance proved 

to be helpful for my A-Level Technology and Design project and 

provided me with invaluable contacts and links to 

both industry and fellow scholars.

What are you doing now?

I was recently awarded an IMechE Undergraduate 

Scholarship and I am currently in my first year at 

Queen’s University Belfast, studying an MEng 

in Mechanical Engineering. The Arkwright 

Engineering Scholarship interview, and the work 

experience I undertook, played a vital role in 

achieving this Scholarship.

Arkwright Alumni, Caitlin Sands, tells how her Arkwright Engineering Scholarship 

experience helped to pursue her dream of becoming an Engineer.  Caitlin was nominated 

for an Arkwright Engineering Scholarship in 2016 by St Louis Grammar School, Belfast.
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T: 01926 333200   E: info@smallpeicetrust.org.uk
The Smallpeice Trust, 74 Upper Holly Walk, Leamington Spa CV32 4JL
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